Career Development Services is OPEN and ready to assist you during the summer session. This is a list of some resources available to students and recent graduates:

1. Explore Job Postings on Handshake

2. Find your Career Advisor and make an appointment through Handshake
   - Dominique Clarke: CSLA, YWCC (A-L), MTSoM
   - Christine Cervelli: CSLA, YWCC (M-Z)
   - Gabriela Gutierrez: NCE
   - Jose Lopez, Jr.: NCE
   - Deborah Sims: HCAD

3. Set Up a Virtual Appointment Through Handshake

4. Big Interview - Interviewing Tool
5. CandidCareer - Career Guidance
6. CareerShift - Job Hunting Tool
7. Hiration - Resume Builder
8. iStrong - Inventory Assessment
9. Micro-Internships - Short-term Projects
10. TypeFocus - Personality Assessment
11. Vault - Career Advice

12. APPLY TO THE CO-OP PROGRAM ON HANDSHAKE
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